Since its inauguration,
in 1958, Terrazza
MARTINI® towers the
historical center of Milano
and offers a privileged
view of the Duomo and
the city of Milano.
As symbol of lifestyle
and icon of elegance and
culture, the rooftop lounge
in Milan reopens in 2018
completely renovated in
space and design.

LIVE TERRAZZA
MARTINI®
The most evocative place to enjoy the
splendid view from the roof of Milano and
experience the iconic MARTINI® style with
a contemporary twist.
Terrazza MARTINI® is an elegant venue for
events on the top floors of the Piazza Diaz
skyscraper: with the Events Space on the
15th and the Rooftop on the 16th. Terrazza
MARTINI® offers a total of almost 500
square meters distributed on two levels.
Versatile and dynamic, it can be adapted to
for any kind of occasion: parties, conferences,
presentations, dinners and lunches, placé or
standing events and much more.

EVENT SPACE
The Event Space on the 15th floor is an open space of 260 square
meters furnished with refined taste. The central area, set up as
theatre layout or for placè lunches and dinners, can accommodate
up to 100 people.
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ROOFTOP
The Rooftop on the 16th floor - accessible by an internal staircase is a 235 square meter room consisting of a hall surrounded
by crystal walls and an outdoor area overlooking the city
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Events Space

100 ppl in stall
100 ppl placè dinners and lucnhes

260 sqm

Monitor 84” self-supporting with buil-in Bose sound system
4 wi-fi microphones (2 goosenecks and 2 “gelato”)
Sound system

Wi-fi,
wardrobe

The maximum capacity of Terrazza MARTINI® according to current safety standards is 130 people,
distributed on the two levels (15th and 16th floor).
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Rooftop

100 ppl

235 sqm

Sound system
Audio socket for DJ connection Set

Wi-fi

The maximum capacity of Terrazza MARTINI® according to current safety standards is 130 people,
distributed on the two levels (15th and 16th floor).

MARTINI®
COCK TAIL
EXPERIENCE
An hour and a half of fun discovering the
secrets of the iconic MARTINI® cocktails in
Milano’s most glamorous setting.
An experience to learn and experiment the art
of preparing the three most famous MARTINI®
cocktails: the Negroni, the Americano, the new
Fiero & Tonic and the classic drink variations under
the expert guidance of MARTINI® bar tenders.
Book online

MARTINI® OBSERVATORY
The best way to enjoy an aperitif on the roof of Milano, an experience that enhances
both sight and taste.
Cocktails prepared with art, accompanied by a typical Italian aperitif on the roof top
bar of Terrazza MARTINI®, surrounded by the incredible view of the Duomo and the
city of Milano.
Book online

CONTACTS
Terrazza MARTINI®
Piazza Armando Diaz, 7
20123 – Milano
Telephone +39 0119419831
Email terrazzamartini.milano@bacardi.com
Opening Hours
Monday to Friday from 9 to 18
Saturday and Sunday upon request
Website
terrazzamartini.com
How to reach us
By car
Parking Autosilo Diaz
Piazza Armando Diaz, 6, 20123 Milano
+39 02 8646 0077
diaz@milanparking.it
Public transport
At 250 meters, metro station DUOMO
Yellow line 3 and red line 1
(Looking at the Duomo, Terrazza MARTINI® is on the right)

